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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Explanation of the Dissertation Format 
The format of this dissertation is the alternate format. 
This format was chosen for simplicity of organization. The 
dissertation is organized into two Sections. Each Section 
corresponds to a separate manuscript submitted to a scientific 
journal for publication. 
The first Section describes pulsed-field gel 
electrophoresis (PFE) studies of the genome of Rhizobium 
meliloti and the creation of a physical map of each of its 
replicons. Section II describes the use of PFE in linkage 
studies of soybean nodulin genes. B. W. S. Sobral, the second 
author of both sections, contributed by generating some of the 
gels and blots. M. McClelland, the third author of both 
sections, contributed by providing access to electrophoretic 
equipment and by doing computer analysis of sequence 
databases. 
Why Make Physical Maps? 
The basic elements of all maps are distance and 
direction. The function of maps is to record the identity and 
location of landmarks, to serve as a guide for the traveler, 
and to serve as a vehicle for the figurative expression of 
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abstract or hypothetical concepts (Robinson, 1982). Maps 
reveal relationships between landmarks that would otherwise be 
overlooked if not mapped. Genetic and physical maps of the 
genomes of organisms also have these basic elements and 
functions. Genetic maps reveal the location and order of 
genes on a chromosome, and are generated by measuring the 
frequency of recombination between pairs of genes. The 
physical map of a genome consists of landmarks in DNA 
structure that have been physically ordered. Usually the 
landmarks of such maps are restriction enzyme recognition 
sites, but also may be transposon insertion sites, whose 
distances from one another are reported as kilobase (kb) pairs 
of DNA. 
The resolution achieved in genetic and physical maps are 
very different, usually by several orders of magnitude. 
Physical maps allow the detection of DNA rearrangements that 
are invisible using genetic or cytogenetic maps. Genetic maps 
can be calibrated using physical maps to determine the 
relationship between average recombination frequency and 
chromosome position. Physical maps are also used to speed the 
cloning of genes and to order existing cosmid libraries 
(discussed below). 
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Physical Mapping Strategies 
Methods for mapping small regions of DNA, first developed 
in 1971 (Danna and Nathans, 1971), relied on restriction 
endonucleases and continuous field gel electrophoresis. 
Continuous field electrophoresis is limited to the resolution 
of relatively small DNA fragments of 20 to 50 kb (Aaij and 
Borst, 1972). Conventional cloning vectors, such as plasmids, 
bacteriophage lambda, and cosmids, are similarly limited in 
the size of DNA fragments that can be accommodated. Since the 
1970s many innovations in molecular biology have permitted the 
extension of physical mapping to include large regions of 
human chromosomes (Lawrance et al., 1986; Pohl et al., 1988) 
and entire genomes of procaryotes (Smith et al., 1987; 
Bautsch, 1988; Ely and Gerardot, 1988; Bancroft et al., 1989). 
New restriction enzymes have been identified, some of which 
recognize rare target sites in specific genomes and therefore 
cut DNA infrequently to produce large DNA fragments. Advances 
in electrophoretic separation of DNA, namely pulsed-field gel 
electrophoresis (PFE), has allowed the resolution of these 
large DNA fragments. 
PFE provides high resolution size fractionation of large 
DNA fragments (Carle and Olson, 1984; Schwartz and Cantor, 
1984; Carle et al., 1986; Chu et al., 1986). PFE has allowed 
resolution of molecules up to 10 megabase (Mb) pairs in size 
(Vollrath and Davis, 1987; Orbach et al., 1988). In PFE, DNA 
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molecules are periodically forced to change their direction of 
migration by a change in the direction of the applied 
electrical field (Smith and Cantor, 1986). The migration of 
DNA molecules undergoing PFE is not fully understood, but 
several models have been proposed (Deutsch, 1988; Deutsch and 
Madden, 1989; Richards, 1989). Large DNA molecules must 
orient with respect to pores in the gel matrix before the 
molecules can migrate at a rate independent of size (Smith et 
al., 1986; Gemmill et al., 1987). Application of a second 
electric field forces the molecules to reorient with respect 
to new pores in the gel matrix. Molecules must therefore 
continually orient, migrate, and reorient when subjected to 
alternating electric fields. The time required to reorient is 
a function of molecular weight; smaller molecules reorient 
faster and thus migrate farther than larger molecules. 
A number of variations in electric field geometries have 
been devised and incorporated into various PFE equipment; 
transverse alternating fields (TAFE [Gardiner and Patterson, 
1988, 1989]), contour-clamped homogenous electric fields (CHEF 
[Chu et al., 1986]), pulsed homogenous orthogonal fields 
(PHOGE [Bancroft and Wolk, 1988]), rotating gels (Serwer, 
1987), and field-inversion (FIGE [Carle et al., 1986]). The 
major differences are the angle of the DNA direction changes, 
the shape of the electric fields, and the manner in which the 
fields are alternated. 
PFE is utilized in several physical mapping strategies of 
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large regions of human chromosomes (Lawrance et al., 1986; 
Gemmill et al., 1987; Fulton et al., 1989), entire genomes of 
several bacteria (for an example, see Smith et al., 1987), and 
regions of plant genomes (Ganal et al., 1989). Genetically 
mapped, cloned genes may be used as hybridization probes of 
PFE blots (Smith and Condemine, 1990). Hybridization probes 
can be chosen randomly from a species-specific library or from 
cloned, highly conserved genes of other organisms. Also, a 
large fragment (or a clone from it) generated by one enzyme 
can be used as a hybridization probe to identify overlapping 
large fragments generated by a second enzyme (Kauc et al., 
1989) . Probing a partial genomic digest, generated with the . 
same or a different enzyme, allows several adjacent fragments 
to be identified. Two-dimensional (2-D) PFE can also be used 
in physical mapping strategies (Grouthes and Tummler, 1987; 
Bautsch, 1988). Genomic DNA is either partially or completely 
digested with a rare-cutting restriction enzyme, and 
fractionated by PFE. DNA fragments are excised, then digested 
completely with the same enzyme or with a second enzyme and 
fractionated by PFE. 
Chromosome walking is a process in which a map of a 
cloned region is extended by the identification of adjacent 
overlapping clones, and proceeds in steps of less than the 
average length of one insert (about 30 kb) (Bender et al., 
1983). Chromosome walking has been done using genomic 
libraries constructed in lambda or cosmid vectors. Using this 
procedure, sets of contiguous overlapping clones, also known 
as contigs (Coulson et al., 1988), can be identified. The 
efficiency of ordering clones to generate physical maps can be 
increased by using large DNA fragments to connect contiguous 
regions. Chromosome walking is usually only practical to 
cover distances corresponding to relatively few steps because 
in eucaryotic DNA both highly repetitive regions and 
frequently "unclonable" sequences can block further progress 
(Collins and Weissman, 1984; Poustka and Lehrach, 1986). Due 
to these limitations, different long range cloning strategies 
have been devised to increase the amount of DNA covered by 
each step. These techniques, which are related to and 
complementary to chromosome walking, include chromosome 
jumping (Collins and Weissman, 1984; Poustka and Lehrach, 
1986; Collins, 1988) and yeast artificial chromosome (YAC) 
cloning vectors (Burke et al., 1987; Schlessinger, 1990). 
Chromosome jumping is a process in which clones of only 
the ends of large DNA fragments are used to identify 
contiguous clones (Collins and Weissman, 1984). Unlike 
chromosome walking, only the end sequences of the original 
fragment, which will comprise the final jumping clone, have to 
be in non-repetitive or clonable regions of the genome. Such 
a clone represents a jump along the chromosome of a distance 
equal to the size of the original large DNA fragment. 
Chromosome jumping utilizes libraries constructed in 
conventional cosmid vectors. This physical mapping strategy 
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depends on generating two types of specialized junction 
fragment libraries: linking libraries (Smith and Cantor, 
1986; Smith et al., 1987; Pohl et al., 1988) and jumping 
libraries (also known as hopping libraries) (Collins and 
Weissman, 1984; Poustka and Lehrach, 1986; Collins 1988). 
A linking fragment is a genomic DNA fragment that 
contains a recognition site for a rare-cutting restriction 
enzyme (Smith and Cantor, 1986). To prepare linking 
libraries, a genomic library made with one enzyme is digested 
with a second (rare-cutting) enzyme, then a selectable marker 
is ligated into those few clones that have been cut open. The 
linking clones are selected after transformation into the host 
strain. A linking clone used as a hybridization probe will 
identify two contiguous large genomic fragments. Linking 
probes are particularly useful in the analysis of partial 
digests (Smith et al., 1987; Pohl et al., 1988). Unique 
probes are separated from either side of a rare-cutter linking 
fragment. A blot of a partial digestion with the same rare-
cutting enzyme is then probed successively with each half of 
the linking fragment. Each half of a linking probe will 
identify a different set of restriction fragments. Some 
fragments in the partial digest will hybridize with both 
probes and therefore represent products generated without 
cutting the rare-cutter site in question. Other fragments 
will hybridize only with one or the other side of the linking 
fragment, generating series of nested fragments extending in 
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both directions from the original rare-cutter site. Linking 
libraries are less likely to miss small fragments since each 
rare restriction site has an equal probability of being 
cloned. 
Jumping libraries that contain the two ends of a fragment 
generated by complete digestion with a rare-cutting 
restriction enzyme, then joined together by circularization 
are called rare-cutter jumping libraries (Collins and 
Weissman, 1984; Collins, 1988; Poustka and Lehrach, 1986; 
1988). During construction of jumping libraries the majority 
of the DNA between the ends of a fragment is removed. 
Jumping libraries may also be constructed from DNA that has 
been completely digested with a rare-cutting restriction 
enzyme and partially digested with a frequent (common) cutting 
restriction enzyme, so-called rare-cutter - common-cutter 
libraries (Poustka and Lehrach, 1988). These result in a jump 
from any position in the genome to the nearest rare-cutting 
restriction site. Alternatively, partial digestion with 
common-cutting enzymes produce large fragments used to 
construct so-called partial digest jumping libraries (Poustka 
and Lehrach, 1988). One of the disadvantages of jumping 
libraries is that rearrangements that occur early in the 
cloning steps can cause the ends to be rearranged; 
rearrangement of ends is not a problem in linking libraries. 
Jumping and linking fragments can be utilized together, in 
which case each jumping fragment should overlap two linking 
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fragments and each linking fragment should overlap two jumping 
fragments. Unidirectional movement along the chromosome can 
be achieved by alternating between jumping and linking 
fragments. 
Artificial yeast chromosome (YAC) cloning vectors, 
devised by Burke et al. (1987), allow direct cloning of DNA 
fragments larger than those accommodated in cosmids, 
bacteriophage lambda, or plasmids. DNA inserts of up to 
several hundred kb can be cloned in YAC vectors. YACs 
ultilize yeast centromeres, telomeres, and autonomous-
replication sequences (ARS), and bacterial origin of 
replication and selectable markers, which allow their 
propagation as linear chromosomes in yeast and as circular 
plasmids in £. coli. The average insert size for YAC 
libraries range from 111 kb (Kuspa et al., 1989) to 225 kb 
(Brownstein et al., 1989). By first size fractionating DNA by 
PFE, Anand et al. (1989) increased the average insert size of 
human genomic YAC libraries to 370 kb. In physical mapping 
strategies, YACs are used to order overlapping clones as in 
chromosome walking. The advantage of using YACs for mapping 
is that very large DNA fragments are in cloned form, useful 
for subsequent study of interesting regions of the genome. 
This is in contrast to chromosome jumping techniques in which 
only small regions of DNA are cloned, and to PFE in which no 
clones are generated. 
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Application of Physical Mapping Strategies 
Several of the above mapping strategies have been applied 
to generate complete physical maps of many bacterial species. 
Suwanto and Kaplan (1989a, b) used Southern hybridization with 
specific gene probes and Tn5 as well as junction fragment 
analysis to map the Rhodobacter sphaeroides genome. Kauc et 
al. (1989) probed blots of genomic DNA cut with an array of 
restriction enzymes with individually labeled restriction 
fragments generated by one restriction enzyme. Hybidization 
of one labeled fragment with two or more fragments from a 
digest with another restriction enzyme provided the overlap 
needed to construct a map of Haemophilus influenzae. Bautsch 
(1988) identified linking fragments on 2-D PFE gels using 
complete double digests, and partial digests in the first 
dimension and complete single digests in the second dimension 
to generate a complete physical map of Mvcoplasma mobile. 
Two-dimensional PFE fragment analysis was also used to 
generate a map of Pseudomonas aeruginosa (Grouthes and 
Tummler, 1987; Romling et al., 1989), by comparing two 
complementary PFE gels with complete double digests and the 
reverse order of the two digests, coupled with Southern 
hybridization of partial and complete single and double 
digests separated by single-dimensional PFE. 
Bancroft et al. (1989) used fragments generated by rare-
cutting restriction enzymes to probe blots of other rare 
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restriction enzyme fragments. They also used hybridization 
with linking clones, and with cloned genes, to complete the 
physical map of Anabaena. Smith et al. (1987) mapped the E. 
coli genome by first digesting the genome with rare-cutting 
restriction enzymes followed by fractionation using PFE and 
hybridization with Tn5. The location of TnS transposons, 
which contains a recognition site for the rare-cutting 
restriction enzyme NotI. in the chromosome allow these 
insertions to serve as linking clones for bacterial strains 
which contain them. When TnS was hybridized to DNA partially 
digested with NotI, a series of fragments was detected that 
extended bidirectionally from the Tn5 insertion site (Smith et 
al., 1987). The order of the fragments was then determined by 
Southern hybridization with cloned DNA fragments, shifts in 
fragment sizes associated with known genetic rearrangements, 
such as bacteriophage lambda insertions, hybridization with 
specialized linking probes that were selected to prove the 
continguity of two fragments, and hybridization to blots of 
partial NotI digests. 
A physical map of Mvxococcus xanthus was generated by 
ordering 400 YAC clones (Kuspa et al., 1989). YACs have also 
been used in physical mapping of regions of the genomes of 
Drosophila melanoaaster (Garza et al., 1989), Caenorhabditis 
eleaans (Coulson et al., 1988), and humans (Anand et al., 
1989; Little et al., 1989; Silverman et al., 1989; Traver et 
al., 1989). Human telomeric DNA fragments have also been 
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cloned using YACs (Riethman et al., 1989). 
Why Map Rhizobium meliloti? 
Bacteria of the genera Rhizobium and Bradvrhizobium are 
capable of symbiotic nitrogen fixation, the conversion of 
atmospheric dinitrogen to ammonia, when in association with 
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some plants of the family Leauminosae. This symbiosis is 
manifested by the formation of nodules on roots of the host 
plant. A number of genes in both plant and bacterium are only 
expressed in nodules (for review, see Verma and Long, 1983; 
Verma et al., 1986; Long, 1989). Many genes involved in the 
nodulation and dinitrogen fixation processes have been 
identified in the (Brady)rhizobia (for review, see Martinez et 
al., 1990; Sobral et al., 1990b). Plant genes involved in the 
symbiosis are discussed in a later section. 
In most fast-growing rhizobia, many symbiotically 
important genes are localized on large extrachromosomal 
elements, known as megaplasmids (reviewed in Denarie et al., 
1981; Muguet et al., 1983). In Bradvrhizobium iaponicum the 
corresponding nodulation and nitrogen fixation genes are 
located on the chromosome (Noti, et al., 1985; Hennecke et 
al., 1987). Many megaplasmids still are considered cryptic, 
mainly because of the lack of knowledge about the genes that 
they carry (Hynes et al., 1989). In some rhizobial species, 
notably Rhizobium meliloti. there are strains that possess 
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megaplasmids that are extremely recalcitrant to curing (Huguet 
et al., 1983; Eberhard, 1989; Hynes et al., 1989), which 
suggests that megaplasmids can encode essential functions. 
The number of different plasmids within a strain varies from 
one to six (Martinez et al., 1990); that may represent up to 
25% of the total DNA in some Rhizobium strains. Sobral et al. 
(1990a) estimate that in g. meliloti 1021 megaplasmids account 
for almost 50% of the total genome size. Thus, a huge amount 
of the coding capacity of a strain can be located in an 
extrachromosomal gene pool. 
In Rhizobium species, many of the genes involved in 
nodule formation and nitrogen fixation are found on so-called 
symbiotic (sym) plasmids. The largest of these, and the 
largest megaplasmids known (1500 kb), are the two plasmids 
found in many strains of B« meliloti. the endosymbiont of 
alfalfa (Banfalvi et al., 1985; Bromfield et al., 1987; 
Burkhardt et al., 1987; Burkhardt and Burkhardt, 1984). The 
most thoroughly characterized of these two megaplasmids, pSym-
a, carries modulation fnod and hsn) and nitrogen fixation fnif 
and fix) genes (reviewed in Martinez et al., 1990; Sobral et 
al., 1990b). In addition, genes involved in the synthesis and 
catabolism of a nodule-specific opine-like compound are also 
located on pSym-a (Murphy et al., 1987). The second 
megaplasmid in g. meliloti. designated pSym-b, carries genes 
involved in exopolysaccharide synthesis (exo) and 
dicarboxylate transport fdct), both of which are required for 
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the formation of effective nitrogen-fixing root nodules (Finan 
et al., 1985; Finan et al., 1986; Finan, 1988; Watson, 1990; 
Leigh et al., 1985; Watson et al., 1988). In addition, pSym-b 
carries two loci required for thiamine biosynthesis (thi.) 
(Finan et al., 1986). Aside from these markers, most of the 
genes encoded by these and other megaplasmids are unknown. 
The chromosomal genes identified thus far include ndvA. 
which is involved in nodule development and 6(1-2) glucan 
synthesis (Dylan et al., 1986; Stanfield et al., 1988), and 
ntrc which regulates the expression of the pSym-a-located nifH 
and fixA genes (Szeto et al., 1987). Other chromosomal genes 
cloned from g. meliloti include trpEG (Bae et al., 1989), flaA 
and flaB (Pleier and Schmitt, 1989), and gala (Leong et al., 
1982, 1985). 
g. meliloti is the most thoroughly studied of the 
rhizobia at the genetic level; however, genetic maps are of 
very low resolution for most regions of the genome (Meade and 
Signer, 1977; Casadeus and Olivares, 1979; Hooykaas et al., 
1982; Martin and Long, 1984; Beringer et al., 1990). This is 
also true for g. leouminosarum (Kondorosi et al., 1980; 
Beringer et al., 1990). In g. iaponicum. the most thoroughly 
studied of the bradyrhizobia, there is no complete, circular 
map of the chromosome. There are also no complete physical 
maps for any rhizobial chromosomes. Charles and Finan (1990) 
have recently generated a circular genetic map of pSym-b from 
g. meliloti using antibiotic resistance markers encoded by 
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transposon insertions that were linked by transduction. No 
circular genetic maps exist for pSym-a. 
No complete physical maps exist for either pSym-a or 
pSym-b. Attempts to map pSym-a and pSym-b in g. meliloti by 
deletion analysis have failed because deletion of certain 
regions of these replicons appears to be lethal (S. R. Long, 
Stanford University, personal communication). Partial 
physical maps, which exist only for nod and nif regions in 
many species of (brady)rhizobia, typically span no more than 
50 kb (Long et al., 1982; Prakash et al., 1982; Schofield et 
al., 1983; Downie et al., 1983; Kondorosi et al., 1984; 
Masterson and Atherly, 1986; Noti et al., 1985). The uses of 
such molecular physical maps have been discussed in the 
previous sections. 
Soybean Nodulins 
The formation of nitrogen-fixing nodules on the roots of 
leguminous plants, induced by rhizobia, involves the 
expression of a group of proteins referred to as nodulins (for 
a review, see Verma et al., 1986). By convention nodule 
specific genes are identified by the apparent molecular weight 
of the gene product (van Kammen, 1984). Nodule-specific cDNA 
sequences have been identified for approximately 20 different 
proteins, primarily by differential hybridization of cDNA root 
and nodule libraries (Legocki and Verma, 1980). The function 
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of only four nodulln gene products has been determined, 
namely, leghemoglobin, uricase II, sucrose synthase, and 
glutamine synthetase (Appleby, 1984; Legocki and Verma, 1979; 
Sengupta-Gopalan and Pitas, 1986; Thummler and Verma, 1987). 
There has been no genetic analysis of the nodulin genes, due 
in part to a lack of mutants. However, two of the nodulin 
genes, leghemoglobin fLbc23) and Ncrm-26. have been added to 
the restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLP) map of 
soybean (Rafalski and Tingey, 1990). 
Several nodulins have been characterized as to their 
subcellular location. Leghemoglobin, nodulin-100, and 
nodulin-27 are located in the cytoplasm (Jacobs et al., 
1987a), whereas nodulin-44 is found in the peribacteroid space 
(Jacobs et al., 1987b). Nodulin-23, -24, and -2 6 are 
associated with the peribacteroid membrane (Fortin et al., 
1987; Jacobs et al., 1987a) whereas nodulin-35 has been shown 
to occur specifically in the peroxisomes of uninfected cells 
(Nguyen et al., 1985). Location in the nodule does not define 
the precise role of the nodulins. 
The onset of mRNA accumulation for a specific nodulin 
varies, and is seemingly dependent upon its role in nodule 
function or morphorgenesis. For example, nodulin-100, -75, -
41, and -38, appear seven days after inoculation (Gloudemans 
et al., 1987), while the mRNAs of nodulin-23, -24, -59, and 
leghemoglobin are first detected 10 to 13 days after 
inoculation (Gloudemans et al., 1987). Based on the timing of 
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mRNA accumulation, the nodulin genes have been divided into 
two classes, early and late. Early nodulin genes are 
expressed before the onset of nitrogen fixation, and are 
likely involved in the formation of the nodule structure 
and/or the infection process (Covers et al., 1986; Gloudemans 
et al., 1987). The best studied example is the soybean early 
nodulin Ngm-75 product, a (hydroxy)proline rich protein and 
probable cell wall constituent (Franssen et al., 1987). Late 
nodulin genes are expressed around the onset of nitrogen 
fixation, and probably function in establishing and 
maintaining the proper conditions within the nodule that allow 
nitrogen fixation to occur. The best studied of the late 
nodulin genes is the leghemoglobin genes (reviewed in Appleby, 
1984) . 
A number of other late nodulin genes, whose functions are 
as yet unknown, have been cloned and characterized (Katinakis 
and Verma, 1985; Gloudemans et al., 1987; Sandal et al., 
1987). Nucleotide sequence analysis of the cDNA clones that 
represent Ncrm-20. Ncrm-23. Ncrm-26b. Ncnn-27. and Ncnn-44 revealed 
that the coding sequences of these nodulins contain two 
regions with 70 to 90% homology, separated by a third region 
that is unique to each nodulin (Jacobs et al., 1987a; Sandal 
et al., 1987). The regions in common may originate from 
duplication events, presumably starting from a common ancestor 
(Jacobs et al., 1987a; Joshi et al., 1990). 
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Overall and Specific Goals of These Studies 
The studies described herein are part of a project that 
will result in a complete physical map of the entire Rhizobium 
meliloti 1021 genome and the nodulin region(s) of the soybean 
genome by using PFE. The specific goals are: 
1. To separate g. meliloti replicons using PFE alone or 
in combination with Pad digestions; 
2. To generate a physical map of the three R. meliloti 
1021 replicons using the restriction enzymes Pad. Spel. 
and Asel; 
3. To apply PFE techniques in soybean which includes 
isolating high molecular weight genomic DNA from soybean 
protoplasts embedded in agarose plugs, identifying rare-
cutting restriction enzymes that cut the soybean genome 
infrequently, and determining the PFE gel running 
conditions that allow separation of large soybean DNA 
fragments; 
4. To identify large soybean DNA fragments that contain 
nodulin genes by using Southern hybridizations. 
The specific goals addressed in Section I include items 1 
and 2. Items 3 and 4 are addressed in Section II. 
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SECTION I. PHYSICAL MAPPING OF THE RHIZOBIUM MELILOTI 1021 
GENOME USING PULSED-FIELD GEL ELECTROPHORESIS 
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ABSTRACT 
Rhizobium meliloti. the best studied of the rhizobia, 
contains three replicons: a chromosome and two megaplasmids, 
designated pSym-a and pSym-b. Complete circular genetic maps 
exist for the chromosome and pSym-b; no physical maps exist 
for any of the three replicons. Using transverse alternating 
field gel electrophoresis (TAPE) in combination with very long 
pulse times, low agarose concentrations, and low field 
gradients, or in combination with Pad restriction enzyme 
digestions, the three replicons of g. meliloti 1021 were 
separated. Three bands were resolved from undigested genomic 
samples by the TAPE conditions used. The three bands were 
excised, digested with Spel. and separated using field 
inversion gel electrophoresis (PIGE). Southern hybridizations 
with representative cloned genes from each replicon revealed 
the origin of each band. Purthermore, digestion of each 
replicon with Soel resulted in 19, 10, and 6 Spel fragments in 
the chromosome, pSym-a, and pSym-b, respectively. Pad 
digestion produced four fragments; Southern hybridizations 
showed that the chromosome contains one Pad site, as does 
pSym-a, while pSym-b contains two Pad sites. Partial 
physical maps have been generated for each replicon using Pad 
and Spel. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Rhizobium meliloti. the endosymbiont of alfalfa, is the 
best studied of the rhizobia. Many of the genes involved in 
nodule formation and nitrogen fixation (reviewed by Martinez 
et al., 1990; Sobral et al., 1990b) are found on large 
extrachromosomal replicons known as megaplasmids (reviewed by 
Denarie et al., 1981; Muguet et al., 1983). R. meliloti 
contains two megaplasmids designated pSym-a and pSym-b. Size 
estimates for the megaplasmids, as determined by electron 
microscopy (Burkhardt and Burkhardt, 1984; Burkhardt et al., 
1987), are 1.2 megabases (Mb) and 1.56 Mb for pSym-a and pSym-
b, respectively. The size of the chromosome has been 
estimated as 2.7 Mb (Sobral et al., 1990a). Complete circular 
genetic maps of the chromosome (Meade and Signer, 1977; 
Casadeus and Olivares, 1979) and pSym-b (Charles and Finan, 
1990) have been constructed. No genetic map exists for pSym-
a. No complete physical maps exist for any of the three 
replicons. 
Rapid separation of megaplasmids from g. meliloti by 
pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFE) would speed the 
physical mapping of these replicons as well as physical 
mapping of the chromosome. PFE is a tool for separating large 
DNAs (Schwartz and Cantor, 1984). PFE utilizes intact high 
molecular weight genomic DNA samples embedded in agarose 
plugs. Samples are prepared by embedding the bacteria in 
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agarose plugs and subsequent treatments with detergents, 
RNase, and proteinase to remove all cellular constituents 
except the DNA (Smith et al., 1988). Methods established for 
separating chromosomal and megaplasmid DNA in rhizobia 
(Engwall and Atherly, 1986; Hirsch et al., 1980; Masterson et 
al., 1985) can not be used for PFE. 
The migration of circular molecules during PFE is 
different than that of linear molecules for the PFE systems 
tested (Levene and Zimm, 1987; Sobral and Atherly, 1989; 
Hightower et al., 1987; Mathew et al., 1988b). Louie and 
Server (1989) have demonstrated that open-circular DNA 
molecules up to 800 kb in size can be separated using rotating 
gel electrophoresis. However, there have been no attempts to 
separate large circular molecules using transverse alternating 
field gel electrophoresis (TAFE). 
To facilitate the physical mapping of the R. meliloti 
1021 genome, we have established conditions for the separation 
of replicons by using TAFE. Using single and double digests 
with rare-cutting restriction enzymes, in combination with 
Southern hybridization with cloned genes or random DNA 
fragments generated by rare-cutting restriction enzymes, we 
are constructing physical maps of each of the three replicons. 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Reagents, Strains, and Growth Conditions 
The bacterial strains and plasmids used in this study are 
given in Table 1. Cultures of fi. meliloti 1021 were grown in 
L broth (Maniatis et al., 1982) supplemented with 2.5 mM CaClg 
and 200 ng ml"^ streptomycin. Cultures of &. tumefaciens 
strains UBAPF2, LRSAPM22, and LRSAPM8 were grown in TY medium 
(Beringer, 1974) supplemented with the appropriate antibiotics 
(150 fig ml'i rifampicin and/or 150 ng ml"' kanamycin, see Table 
1). All strains were grown as liquid cultures at 28°C, and 
maintained on agar slants. 
Preparation of Genomic DNA and Restriction Enzyme Digestions 
Genomic DNA was prepared in agarose plugs and digested 
with restriction endonucleases according to the method of 
Sobral et al. (1990a). Unless otherwise noted, all chemicals 
were purchased from Sigma Chemical Co. (St. Louis, MO), and 
all restriction enzymes were purchased from New England 
Biolabs (Boston, MA) and Promega (Madison, WI). 
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Pulsed-field Electrophoresis Equipment and Conditions 
Electrophoresis in transverse alternating electric fields 
(TAFE [Gardiner and Patterson, 1988; 1989]) was done by using 
a TAFE controller (Beckman Instruments, Palo Alto, CA), a 
PC750 Pulse Controller (Hoefer Scientific Instruments, San 
Francisco, CA), or a PPI-200 power inverter (MJ Research, 
Boston, MA). Field inversion gel electrophoresis (FIGE [Carle 
et al., 1986]) was controlled using either a PC750 Pulse 
Controller (Hoefer Scientific Instruments) or a FIJI HV600 
system (IBI, New Haven, CT). FIGE gels were run in either 16-
cm-long SE600 or 32-cm-long SE620 vertical slab gel units 
(Hoefer Scientific Instruments). Lambda concatemers and yeast 
chromosomes, prepared according to Sobral et al. (1990c), were 
used as molecular weight size standards. Migration distances 
were measured from photographic negatives of ethidium bromide-
stained gels. Molecular weight standards were plotted, and 
regression and statistical analyses was done using Sigma-Plot 
3.10 (Jandel Scientific, Corte Madera, CA). Sizing of all 
Pad fragments is based on at least six replicates; sizing of 
all Spel and Asel fragments is based on at least three 
replicates. 
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Southern Hybridization 
The DNA was depurinated for 15 min in 0.25 N HCl at room 
temperature, denatured, neutralized, then capillary blotted 
onto nylon membranes (Magnagraph [MSI, Westboro, MA]) as 
described by Maniatis et al. (1982). DNA fragments used as 
radioactive probes were purified from their vectors on agarose 
gels prepared in TAE buffer (Maniatis et al., 1982). 
Fragments were excised from the gel, purified by using 
GeneClean (BIOlOl, La Jolla, CA), then labelled with [a-
^^P]dCTP (New England Nuclear, Boston, MA, 3000 mCi mmol'^) 
using a random-primer labelling kit (Boehringer Mannheim 
Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN). Unincorporated nucleotides 
were removed by chromatography through NickColumns 
(Pharmacia/LKB, Piscataway, NJ). Standard hybridization 
conditions, buffers, and washes were used (Anderson and Young, 
1985). Autoradiography was done at -70°C with two 
intensifying screens (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) and 
X-Omat film (Kodak, Rochester, NY); exposure times were from 6 
to 24 h. 
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Table 1. Bacterial strains and plasmids 
Strain or plasmid Description Source* 
g. meliloti strains 
1021 Str"", derivative of 2011 
5404 05040::Tn5-233 
F675 05188;;Tn5-132 
F560 05149::Tn5-233 
F570 05159::Tn5 
A. tumefaciens strains 
S. Long 
T. Finan 
T. Finan 
T. Finan 
T. Finan 
UBAPF2 Rif\, plasmid-free 
of LBA275 
derivative M. Hynes 
LRSAPM22 Rif, Kan"", UBAPF2: 
::Tn5-B12S 
:pRme2011a M. Hynes 
LRSAPM8 Rif, Kan"", UBAPF2: 
:;Tn5-B12S 
:pRme2011b M. Hynes 
Plasmids 
pEA4-19 Amp"", DUC19::3.0 kb EcoRI fnodD) E. Appelbaum 
pCHK12 Amp"", DUC9;:3.7 kb EcoRI fnifDH) M. Sadowsky 
pD0B13 Amp*", pUC9;:2.7 kb Sail fndvA) G. Ditta 
exo61.614 Amp% BSKS^;:1.6 kb Hindlll-Clal J. Reed 
fexoJGF) 
pEX41 Tet% pSupl04: : 3.6 kb EcoRI J. Reed 
fexoLKH) 
pBB122 Tef, pRK310:;6.0 kb Hindlll R. Watson 
fdctABD) 
pRmSlS Amp"", pUClB: : 2.6 kb Sstl-SphI S. Long 
fnodEF) 
pRmJl Amp"", Tef, pBR325::8.7 kb EcoRI S. Long 
(nodC) 
"S. Long, Department of Biological Sciences, Stanford 
University, Standford, CA 94305; T. Finan, McMaster Univ., 
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada; M. Hynes, Agriculture Canada, 
Lethbridge, Alberta, TIJ 4B1, Canada; E. Appelbaum, Smith-
Kline, King of Prussia, PA 19401; M. Sadowsky, Department of 
Microbiology, University of Minnesota, St. Paul, MN 55108; G. 
Ditta, Department of Biology, University of California at San 
Diego, La Jolla, CA 92093; J. Reed, Department of Biology, 
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139; 
and R. Watson, Agriculture Canada, Ottawa, Ontario KIA 0C6, 
Canada. 
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RESULTS 
Megaplasmids of g. meliloti 1021 were separated by using 
transverse alternating field gel electrophoresis (TAPE) in 
combination with very long pulse times, low agarose 
concentration, and low field gradients (Figure 1). Three 
bands, designated A, B, and C were resolved under these 
conditions, excised, digested with Stael. then separated using 
field inversion gel electrophoresis (FIGE) (Figures 2A and 
2B). Comparison to a Spel digested total genomic sample 
confirmed that all genomic Soel fragments were accounted for 
in either one or the other of the three bands. Southern 
hybridization with representative genes from the chromosome 
and each megaplasmid (Table 1) was used to identify the origin 
of the three bands. The chromosomal gene ndvA hybridized to a 
299 kb Spel fragment from band C (Figures 4A and 4B). 
Megaplasmid-encoded genes, node (pSym-a) hybridized to a 31 kb 
Spel fragment from band A and exoJGF (pSym-b) hybridized to a 
595 kb Spel fragment from band B (data not shown). A total of 
35 Spel fragments comprise the g. meliloti 1021 genome; the 
chromosome, pSym-a, and pSym-b contain 19, 10, and 6 Spel 
fragments, respectively (Figure 2). The largest Spel fragment 
has been designated Spe A and letters have been assigned to 
other Spel fragments in decreasing order of molecular weights; 
doublet or triplet fragments of the same size have been 
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Table 2. Sizes of Spel-generated restriction fragments from 
B. meliloti 1021 
Fragment Size (kb) ± Std. Dev." 
Designation pSym-a pSym-b Chromosome Asel Sites 
A 644±33.0b 5 
B 595+36.7 10 
C 535±33.8 7 
o; 
374± 7.8 ND": 
374± 7.8 ND 
E 299± 4.7 2 
F 284± 1.2 3 
G 262+ 6.7 2 
H 252± 7.0 0 
h  216+13.3 0 
h  216±13.3 2 J  203+18.0 1 
K  192117.1 1 
L  160113.2 ND 
M 151±13.0 ND 
N 125±12.6 ND 
0 1081 8.2 ND 
% 
100± 6.9 ND 
99± 5.6 ND 
86± 5.7 ND 
P3 891 5.8 ND 
Q 85± 3.4 ND 
R 75± 6.8 ND 
S 62112.4 ND 
T 57113.8 ND 
% 55±11.8 ND 53+13.6 ND 
V 41110.9 ND 
W 39± 9.0 ND 
x; 
36± 9.8 ND 
33± 9.1 ND 
x; 371 9.1 ND 
Y 31± 8.3 ND 
Z 101 5.8 ND 
AA 61 3.9 ND 
'Total size estimates for pSym-a, pSym-b, and the 
chromosome are 1071±89.4 kb, 15641104.2 kb, and 3349±205.5 kb, 
respectively. 
•"Sizes of fragments A to O corresponds to fragments 1 to 
17 from Sobral et al., 1991. 
®ND represents not determined. 
Figure 1. Preparative TAPE gel of g. meliloti 1021 showing 
separation of the three replicons, designated A, B, 
and C. Sizes of g. cerevisae 501 and S. pombe 
chromosomes are indicated in kb. The 0.75% agarose 
(FastLane [FMC, Rockland, ME]) gel in 0.5 x TAE 
(Maniatis et al., 1982) ran for 144 h at 120V (120 
mA continuous current) with initial pulse time of 
25 s and a ramp factor of 0.6 
1 
E 
- û. 
O . 
»o t f> 1021 
Figure 2A. FIGE gel of Spel digests of replicons A, B, and C 
shown in Figure 1 and total 1021 genome. Sizes of 
lambda uncut. lambda-HindIII. S. cerevisae 334, 
and lambda concatemers are indicated in kb. The 
32-cm long 1% agarose (GTG [FMC, Rockland, ME]) 
gel in modified 1 x TBE (TBEM [Mathews et al., 
1988a]) was run for 48 h at 260V with initial 
pulse forward 0.3 and a ramp of 2.0 
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Figure 2B. FIGE gel of Spel digests of replicons A, B, and C 
shown in Figure 1 and total 1021 genome. Sizes of 
lambda uncut, lambda-HindIII. and lambda 
concatemers are indicated in kb. The 16-cm long 
1% agarose (GTG [FMC, Rockland, ME]) gel in 
modified 1 x THE (TBEM [Mathews et al., 1988a]) 
was run for 18 h at 160V with initial pulse 
forward 0.06 and a ramp of 9.9 
145.5 
Spel 
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assigned the same letter with numerical subscripts (Table 2). 
Pad is a restriction enzyme that recognizes an octameric 
target sequence composed only of A or T. Because Rhizobiaceae 
have a high G+o content (Jordan, 1984), Pad would be expected 
to cut the R. meliloti genome infrequently. Pad digestion of 
R. meliloti 1021 resulted in four fragments: 3324 ± 250, 1436 
± 113, 1207 ± 100, and 550 ± 78 kb (Figure 3), designated Pac 
A - Pac D, respectively. A Pad partial fragment of 1725 ± 
121 kb appeared in some gels (Figure 3). Hybridization with 
representative clones (Table 1) from each replicon identified 
the origin of four of the Pad fragments: the chromosomal gene 
ndvA hybridized to Pac A, the pSym-a gene node hybridized to 
Pac B, and the pSym-b gene exoJGF hybridized to Pac C (data 
not shown). The pSym-b gene dctABD hybridized to Pac D (data 
not shown). Both exoJGF and dctABD hybridized to the 1725 kb 
fragment, indicating that the partial fragment represents 
linearized pSym-b. The origin of Pad fragments from the 
megaplasmids was confirmed by Pad digestion of A. tumefaciens 
UBAPF2 transconjugant strains containing either pSym-a or 
pSym-b. The Pac B fragment appears in the Pad digest of 
UBAPF2: :pSym-a, while the Pac C and Pac D fragments appears in 
UBAPF2: :pSym-b (Figure 3). The partial Pad fragment also 
Figure 3. TAFE gel of undigested and Pad digested samples of 
B. meliloti 1021, tumefaciens UBAPF2, and two A. 
tumefaciens transconjugants containing R.meliloti 
1021 megaplasmids. Sizes of S. cerevisae AB1380 
and S. pombe are indicated in kb. The gel was run 
under the TAFE conditions described in Figure 1 
Kb 
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1120. 
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Uncut Pac I 
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appears in Pad digests of UBAPF2: ;pSym-b (Figure 3). 
PacI-Spel double digests showed that the chromosomal 
fragment Spe F (Figure 2) contains a Pad site which results 
in a 240 kb Pacl-Spel fragment and a 40 kb Pacl-Spel fragment 
(data not shown). 
The number of Asel sites within each Spel fragment was 
determined by digestion of Spel fragments with Asel and 
separation using 2-D PFE (Table 2). This approach allows 
finer resolution of the physical maps. For example, the 
location of the chromosomal gene ndvA. which hybridized to Spe 
E and a 200 kb Asel fragment (designated Ase E) (Figure 4B), 
was confirmed by hybridizing ndvA to the 2-D Spel-Asel double 
digests (data not shown). Furthermore, the 2-D Soel-Asel 
digests showed that two Spel-Asel fragments (approximately 60 
kb and 40 kb) flanked the 200 kb Ase E fragment located within 
Spe E (data not shown). 
Additional chromosomal fragments were mapped by 
comparisons of Asel total genomic digests with Asel digests of 
the chromosome, followed by Southern hybridization using 
restriction fragments as probes. The three largest Asel 
fragments (approximately 650, 425, and 250 kb, designated Ase 
A - Ase C, respectively) are located on the chromosome (Figure 
4A). Southern hybridization with the Ase A fragment to Spel 
digests of the chromosome showed that four Spel fragments (Spe 
H, Spe K, Spe O, and Spe Pj) comprise Ase A (Figure 5A and 
Figure 4A. FIGE gel of single and double digests of the 
chromosome. 1021 represents total genomic DNA. 
Enzymes are as indicated in the figure. Sizes of 
lambda uncut, lambda concatemers, and S. cerevisae 
334 are indicated in kb. The gel was run using 
the FIGE conditions described in Figure 2A 
O" 
102]-Spel 
Pod-Spel 
Spel 
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334 
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Figure 4B. Southern hybridization of g. meliloti-Spel 
digestions with ndvA. The FIGE gel shown in 
Figure 4A was blotted and probed with ndvA as 
described in Materials and Methods. Lanes are as 
described in Figure 4A. Asterisks show the 
positions of hybridizing fragments 
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data not shown). Spe H contains no Asel sites (Table 2} and 
therefore is located entirely within Ase A (Figure 5A). The 
number of Asel sites in Spe O and Spe P3 is not known; 
therefore, the order of these fragments within Ase A can not 
yet be determined. Spe K contains one Asel site (Table 2) 
which results in two Soel-Asel fragments (approximately 180 
and 20 kb) (data not shown). Based on the sizes of Spe H, Spe 
0, and Spe P3, and assuming all components of Ase A are 
identified, then the 180 kb Soel-Asel fragment from Spe K must 
extend into Ase A and the 20 kb Soel-Asel fragment must extend 
into the adjoining (as yet unidentified) Asel fragment (Figure 
5A) . 
Single and double digests of pSym-b with Spel and Pad 
followed by Southern hybridization with exoJGF and dctABD 
permitted ordering of fragments. exoJGF is located on a 120 
kb Asel fragment (Table 3) that is contained within Spe B 
(Figure 2 and data not shown). Furthermore, hybridization 
with exoJGF showed that Spe B is entirely located within the 
Pac C fragment. dctABD is located on Spe I^, which contains 
no Asel sites (Table 2 and data not shown). Charles and Finan 
(1990) localized dctABD to position 537 and exoJGF to position 
116 on the 1600 kb pSym-b genetic map. Since dctABD is 
located on Pac D and exoJGF is located on Pac C, then one Pad 
site must be located between positions 116 and 537 on the 
genetic map. Pacl-Spel double digests revealed that 
fragment Spe I, contains a Pad site (data not shown) . Pad-
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Spel double digests also revealed that Spe C (Figure 2) also 
contains a Pad site which results in two Spel-PacI fragments 
(approximately 410 and 120 kb) (data not shown). The relative 
order of Spe B, Spe C, and Spe on the physical map of pSym-
b (Figure 5B) is based on the assumption that even if exoJGF 
is on an end of Spe B at position 116 kb and dctABD is on an 
end of Spe I, at position 537 kb, the intervening 421 kb could 
not accommodate Spe C (535 kb. Table 2). 
The relative order of Spe Pj,, P^^, and Xj was determined 
by using g. meliloti strains (Table 1) which contain a single 
Tn5 or Tn5-derivative inserted at a site known on the genetic 
map (Charles and Finan, 1990). The strains were digested with 
Spel and Southern hybridizations with the IS50L fragment of 
Tn5 revealed which Spel fragment spans a given position on the 
genetic map (Figures 6 and 7). The Tn5 or TnS-derivative 
insertion into strains 5404, F675, F560, and F570 is located 
at position 240, 355, 427, and 765, respectively. 
Hybridization of Spel-diaested 5404 and F560 with IS50L 
yielded two fragments each, while F675 and F570 yielded one 
fragment each (Figures 6 and 7). Both 5404 and F560 contain 
the Tn5-derivative Tn5-233. whereas F570 contains Tn5 and F675 
contains derivative Tn5-132. The Tn5-233 derivative contains 
a unique 5.3 kb fragment from plasmid Sa (DeVos et al., 1986). 
The presence of two hybridizing fragments in strains 
containing Tn5-233 could be accounted for by the presence of a 
Spel site within the unique 5.3 kb fragment. 
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In strain 5404, two hybridization fragments of 588 kb and 
52 kb are observed (data not shown). The sum of the two 
hybridization fragments is within the size range of Spe B 
(Table 2). The 588 kb fragment corresponds to Spe B, 
indicating that Spe B spans position 240. This is consistent 
with the positioning of Spe B to span the exoJGF locus at 
position 116. The two hybridizing fragments in strain F560 
are 16.7 and 2.5 kb (Figure 7). The sum of the fragments 
corresponds well with the size estimate of the gel region 
containing the Spe Xj (19.1 kb) (Figure 7). The discrepancy 
between the 19.1 kb estimate and the 33.0 kb estimate for Spe 
Xj (Figure 2B and Table 2) can be accounted for by the 
difficulty of sizing the Spe Xj in total genomic digests 
versus digests of pSym-b alone. These data indicate that Spe 
Xj spans position 427. In strain F675 one hybridization 
fragment of 106 kb is observed (Figure 7), which corresponds 
to the size of Spe (Table 2). These data indicate that Spe 
Pga spans position 355 on the map. In strain F570 a single 
hybridization fragment of 562 kb (Figure 6) corresponds to the 
estimated size of Spe C from this gel run. Spe C therefore 
spans position 765, which is consistent with the deduced order 
of Spe C relative to Spe B and Spe I, described earlier 
(Figure 5B). The remaining fragment, Spej^, must be located 
between Spe C and Spe B as indicated in Figure 5B. The 
placement of the Spe Pj,, fragment could be confirmed by using 
strains that contain Tn5 mapped in the area of genetic map 
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positions 1150 to 1300. 
Physical mapping of pSym-a proved more difficult due to 
the clustering of cloned genes within a 50 kb region, node. 
nodEF. and nifHD hybridize to small (< 50 kb) Spel fragments 
(data not shown). Digestion of pSym-a with other rare-cutting 
restriction enzymes such as DraI and Xbal may result in larger 
and fewer fragments. Alternatively, double digests and 
partial digests with rare-cutting restriction enzymes in 
combination with Southern hybridization may facilitate the 
physical mapping of pSym-a. 
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Table 3. Sizes of Asel-generated restriction fragments from 
pSym-b of E« meliloti 1021 
Fragment Size (kb) ± Std. Dev." Spel Fragment Location 
213 ± 7.9 Spe I 
155 ± 22.4 Spe B 
135 ± 21.4 ND*' 
120 ± 20.9 Spe B 
109 ± 36.5 Spe C 
83 ± 17.3 Spe B 
70 ± 4.2 Spe C 
61 ± 2.5 Spe C 
53 ± 1.1 . ND 
44 ± 6.1 Spe C 
39 ± 8.8 Spe B 
37 ± 6.4 Spe C 
33 ± 7.1 ND 
28 ± 10.4 Spe C 
22 ± 6.4 Spe C 
14 ± 0.5 ND 
7 ± 4.7 ND 
5 ± 1.8 ND 
3 ± 0.5 ND 
"Total size estimate of pSym-b based on Asel is 1231 ± 
186.9 kb. 
*^ 0 represents not determined. 
Figure 5A. Partial physical map of the g. meliloti 1021 
chromosome. The outer, middle, and inner circles 
represent restriction fragments produced by Pad. 
Spel. and Asel. respectively. The arbitrary 0 
position is indicated on the map; 10° equals 76 kb 
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Figure 5B. Partial physical map of the g. meliloti 1021 
pSym-b. The outer, middle, and inner circles 
represents Pad. Spel. and Asel respectively. The 
arbitrary 0 position is indicated on the map; 10° 
equals 44 kb 
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Figure 6. FIGE gel (top panel) of Soel digests of R. meliloti 
strains F560, F570, and 1021. Sizes of lambda 
concatemers are indicated in kb. The 16-cm long 1% 
agarose gel in 1 x TBEM was run for 24 h at 160V 
with an initial pulse forward of 1.2 s and a ramp 
of 2.7. The gel was blotted and probed with the 
IS50L fragment of Tn5 (bottom panel) as described 
in Materials and Methods. The faint hybridization 
high molecular weight fragments in strain F560 
represent partial digestion products 
Spel Spel 
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Figure 7. FIGE gel (top panel) of Soel digests of R. meliloti 
strains 1021, 5404, F675, F560, and F570. Sizes of 
lambda uncut, lambda-HindIII. and lambda 
concatemers are indicated in kb. The gel was run 
under the conditions described in Figure 2B. The 
gel was blotted and probed with the IS50L fragment 
of Tn5 (bottom panel) as described in Materials and 
Methods. The high molecular weight hybridization 
fragments in strains 5404 and F570 are from the 
high compression zone 
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DISCUSSION 
Large DMAs (> 1 Mb) from g. meliloti 1021 were separated 
by using TAPE (Figure 1). our attempts to separate the 
replicons using other PFE equipment (FIGE and ED) were 
unsuccessful. The field geometry produced by TAPE units 
somehow is superior in resolving circular DNAs. Digestion of 
each replicon with Spel produced no additional fragments or 
fragments of altered sizes when compared to Spel-diaests of 
total genomic DNA (Figure 2) which suggests that the separated 
replicons (Figure 1) were circular molecules. Our attempts to 
determine the conformation of these molecules by using pulsing 
regimes described by Louie and Serwer (1989) for the 
separation of large circular molecules gave inconclusive 
results (data not shown). The migration of bands in 
undigested samples of A. tumefaciens transconjugants 
UBAPF2: :pSym-a and UBAPF2: :pSym-b differs from that of their 
native counterparts in g. meliloti 1021 (Figure 3). These 
differences in migration distances may be due to several 
factors; differences in DNA concentration in the samples, 
variability in the migration of circular molecules, real 
differences in the sizes of the megaplasmids from these two 
closely related g. meliloti strains (strain 2011 in the 
transconjugants versus strain 1021), or real differences in 
the sizes of the megaplasmids due to rearrangements in the 
transconjugants to include tumefaciens DNA. However, some 
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data suggests that the separated replicons are in linear form. 
For example, the size of the linearized pSym-a (Pac B 
fragment, 1436 kb) is consistent with the size of pSym-a in 
undigested samples (1415 kb) (Figure 3). Likewise, the size 
of linearized pSym-b (Pac partial fragment, 1725 kb) is 
consistent with the size of pSym-b in undigested samples (1738 
kb) (Figure 3). 
The sizes of the four g. mellloti 1021 Pad fragments 
total 6517 ± 581 kb. The Soel-aenerated genome size for R. 
meliloti reported by Sobral et al. (1990a) is 5379 ± 282.5 kb. 
A possible reason for the discrepancy in the genome sizes 
(Spel 5379 ± 282.5 kb and Pad 5815 ± 568 kb) using these two 
restriction enzymes was the failure to identify Spel doublets 
in previous work (Sobral et al., 1990a). We observed a total 
of 35 Spel fragments in the £• meliloti 1021 genome compared 
to 23 Spel fragments found by Sobral et al. (1990a). All of 
the additional Soel fragments we observed were each less than 
100 kb (Figure 2B and Table 2). From these data we estimate a 
total Spel-aenerated genome size of 5984 ± 499.1 kb with 3349 
± 205.5 assigned to the chromosome (Table 2). This Spel-
generated estimate of the chromosome is consistent with both 
the Pad-generated size (3324 kb) and the size of the 
chromosome in undigested samples (3259 kb). 
The Pad-generated size of pSym-a (1436 ± 113 kb) (Figure 
3) is larger than that of the gpel-generated size of pSym-a 
(1071 ± 89.4 kb) (Table 2). The size estimated for pSym-a 
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using electron microscopy is 1200 kb (Burkhardt and Burkhardt, 
1984; Burkhardt et al., 1987). These discrepancies may be 
accounted for by incorrectly sizing the single Pad fragment 
or by not identifying Spel doublets among the 10 Spel 
fragments of pSym-a. Identifying another enzyme that produces 
between 1 and 10 fragments in pSym-a may give a more 
consistent size estimate. Similarly, the Pacl-aenerated size 
of pSym-b, based on the partial Pac fragment (linearized pSym-
b, 1725 ± 121) or the sum of Pac C and Pac D (1757 ± 177 kb) 
is slightly larger than the Spel-aenerated estimate of 1564 ± 
104.2 (Table 2), the contour length estimate of 1560 kb 
(Burkhardt and Burkhardt, 1984; Burkhardt et al., 1987), or 
the size estimated from the genetic map of 1600 kb (Charles 
and Finan, 1990). However, all estimates for the size of 
pSym-b are within the standard deviations of one another with 
the exception of the ^ sel-generated estimate of 1231 ± 186.9 
(Table 3). However, the Asel size estimate is based on 19 
fragments each less than 250 kb, and the failure to identify 
doublet or triplet bands within the 19 fragments could account 
for the discrepancy in the Asel-aenerated size estimate 
compared to estimates using other enzymes. 
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SECTION II. APPLICATION OF PULSED-FIELD GEL ELECTROPHORESIS 
TO THE ANALYSIS OF THE SOYBEAN GENOME: 
TOWARDS A PHYSICAL MAP OF THE NODULIN REGION 
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ABSTRACT 
Several soybean genes have been cloned that encode 
nodule-specific proteins (nodulins) expressed during 
symbiosis. The linkage of these genes has not been 
established due to a lack of mutants for classical genetic 
studies and the lack of sensitive jja situ hybridization 
techniques for single copy probes in soybean. The technique 
of pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFE) has been used to 
study chromosomal regions and entire genomes of several 
organisms. Here we present techniques for the isolation of 
high molecular weight DNA from embedded soybean protoplasts, 
the use of statistical methods to identify restriction enzymes 
for generating large DNA fragments, and the conditions for 
separating large DNA fragments using transverse alternating-
field electrophoresis (TAPE) and an electrophoretic device 
(ED). Complete digestion was confirmed by Southern 
hybridization using single copy nodulin clones. Identical 
hybridization patterns with two nodulin clones, pNodlS and 
pNod24, for four restriction enzymes suggest linkage between 
these nodulins. These data are being used to generate a 
physical map of the nodulin region(s) of the soybean genome. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The technique of pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFE) 
can be used to separate large DNA fragments for constructing 
yeast artifical chromosome (YAC) libraries, chromosome 
walking, determining physical equivalents of genetic 
distances, and linking of restriction fragment length 
polymorphism (RFLP) maps. PFE has been used to map large 
regions of mammalian chromosomes (Shaw, 1986;. Pohl et al., 
1988; Fulton et al., 1989; Wallace et al., 1989) and entire 
genomes of several procaryotes (Smith et al., 1987; Bautsch, 
1988; Ely and Gerardot, 1988; Bancroft et al., 1989; Canard 
and Cole, 1989; Kauc et al., 1989; Suwanto and Kaplan, 1989a, 
1989b; Ventra and Weiss, 1989; Kolsto et al., 1990). Recently 
the application of PFE techniques to plant genomes has been 
reported for tomato (Ganal and Tanksley, 1989; Canal et al., 
1989; van Daelen et al., 1989), wheat (Devos and Vercruysse-
Dewitte, 1989; Cheung and Gale, 1990), barley and rye (Cheung 
and Gale, 1990), and rice (Sobral et al., 1990c). 
Several soybean genes have been cloned that encode 
nodule-specific proteins (nodulins) expressed during symbiosis 
(for review see Verma et al., 1986). The linkage of these 
genes has not been established due to a lack of mutants for 
classical genetic studies and the lack of sensitive in situ 
hybridization techniques for single copy probes in soybean. 
We are interested in generating a physical map of the nodulin 
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gene region(s) of the soybean genome. Here we present the 
techniques for the isolation of intact high molecular weight 
DNA in embedded soybean protoplasts, the identification of 
restriction enzymes for generating large DNA fragments, and 
the conditions for separating large DNA fragments using 
pulsed-field gradient electrophoresis (ED [Schwartz et al., 
1989]), and transverse alternating-field electrophoresis (TAPE 
[Gardiner and Patterson, 1988; 1989]). 
(Some of these results were presented at the 3rd Biennial 
Conference on the Molecular Biology of the Soybean held July, 
1990 at Iowa State University.) 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Stem-derived cell suspension cultures of G. max cultivars 
'Minsoy', 'Noir I*, and an F1 from the cross of 'Noir I' and 
'Minsoy' were a gift from K.G. Lark, University of Utah. 
Unless otherwise noted, chemicals were purchased from Sigma 
Chemical Co., St. Louis, MO. 
Growth of Cell Cultures 
Cell cultures were maintained on B5 medium (Gamborg et 
al., 1968), pH 5.6, supplemented with 0.2% casein hydrolysate 
and 1 mg/ml 2,4-D. Cultures were grown as 50-ml batches in 
250-ml wide-mouth Erlenmeyer flasks at 28°C on a gyratory 
shaker (120 rpm) and subcultured every 3 days. 
Isolation of Protoplasts from Cell Cultures 
Fifty ml of cells from two day-old cultures were 
centrifuged in sterile 50-ml disposable conical centrifuge 
tubes (Corning Glass Works, Corning, NY) in a clinical 
centrifuge (lEC, Needham Heights, MA) at 1000 rpm (160 x g) 
for 10 min. The supernatant was discarded and the pelleted 
cells were weighed. Pellets were resuspended in protoplasting 
enzyme solution (G. Collins, University of Kentucky, pers. 
comm.) consisting of wash buffer (0.4 M mannitol, 6 mM CaClg, 
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3 mM MES, and 0.7 mM NaH^PO^, pH 5.6) supplemented with 1% 
cellulysin (Calbiochem, La Jolla, CA) and 0.2% pectolyase Y23 
(Karlan Chemicals, Santa Rosa, CA). Ten ml enzyme solution 
was added to one gram, fresh weight, of cells and placed in a 
150 mm sterile petri dish and incubated in the dark at 28°C 
for 2 h with gentle shaking (approximately 40 rpm). 
Protoplasts were removed from the petri dish using a wide-bore 
pipette and filtered through 70 urn nylon mesh into sterile 
disposable 50-ml conical centrifuge tubes. The petri dish was 
rinsed thoroughly with 20 ml protoplast wash buffer to recover 
all protoplasts. Protoplasts were then pelleted by 
centrifugation for 10 min at 1000 rpm (160 x g) in a clinical 
centrifuge. The enzyme solution was removed and protoplasts 
were resuspended gently in 50 ml protoplast wash buffer. 
Protoplasts were again pelleted by centrifugation and the wash 
procedure was repeated twice. In the final wash, protoplasts 
were pooled and a sample was counted by using a haemocytometer 
and the viability was determined by fluoresin diacetate 
staining (Widholm, 1972). 
Preparation of Protoplasts in Agarose Plugs 
Purified protoplasts were adjusted to a final 
concentration of 4xl0' protoplasts per ml of wash buffer then 
warmed to 37®C. An equal volume of 2% Sea Plaque agarose 
(FMC, Rockland, ME) dissolved in wash buffer and cooled to 
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42°C was added to the protoplasts. The solution was 
immediately cast into 100-pl molds (Pharmacia/LKB, Piscataway, 
NJ) and chilled for 15 min at 4®C. The agarose plugs were 
removed into ES (ES, 0.5 M Na^EDTA, pH 9.0, 1% lauryl 
sarcoscine) solution (Smith et al., 1988) supplemented with 1 
mg/ml Proteinase K (Promega, Madison, WI) at a volume of 1 
ml/agarose plug for 24 h at SCC. After 24 h, the solution 
was replaced with fresh ESP solution and incubated 24 h more 
at 50°C. Plugs were then stored in ESP solution at 4°C. 
Restriction Enzyme Digestion 
Prior to digestion, the plugs were removed from ESP 
solution and washed thrice in 50 ml sterile 10 mM Tris-HCl pH 
7.5, 1 mM NagEDTA at room temperature for 2 h with gentle 
agitation (80 rpm). For restriction enzyme digestion, one-
half of a plug was aseptically placed in a sterile 1.7 ml 
microfuge tube and 200 nl of potassium glutamate restriction 
buffer (KGB [McClelland et al., 1988]) was added. Plugs were 
equilibrated twice in KGB for 30 min at room temperature. The 
buffer was removed and replaced with fresh KGB supplemented 
with 1 mM dithiothrietol and 100 pg/ml nuclease-free bovine 
serum albumin. Restriction enzymes were added at a 
concentration of 10 to 20 U per one-half plug, incubated 
overnight at the temperature recommended by the manufacturer. 
Restriction enzymes were purchased from New England Biolabs 
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(Beverly, MA), Stratagene Cloning Systems (La Jolla, CA), and 
Boehringer Mannheim (Indianapolis, IN). Plugs were loaded 
immediately onto agarose gels. 
Pulsed-field Gel Electrophoresis Conditions 
Pulsed-field gel electrophoresis was done using an 
electrophoretic device (ED) (Schwartz et al., 1989), or 
transverse alternating field electrophoresis (TAPE) (Gardiner 
and Patterson, 1988; 1989). Parameters for the ED gels were: 
voltage gradient E = 4.5 V/cm (150V), and the initial pulse 
time (T, measured in seconds) was 30 s, increasing linearly 
over 48 h until the final T value of 300 s. Switching was 
controlled using a PPI-200 power inverter (MJ Research, 
Boston, MA), equipped with an adaptor circuit for running ED 
gels. TAPE gels were done using an experimental B-test unit 
(Beckman Instruments, Palo Alto, CA), which is used to run 16-
cm-long vertical gels, giving superior separation when 
compared to production TAPE units (10 cm long). Parameters 
for the TAPE gels were: E = 9.3 V/cm (280V), and the initial T 
= 20 s, increasing linearly over 50 h, to reach a final value 
of T = 160 s. Switching was controlled by using a PC750 Pulse 
Controller (Hoefer Scientific Instruments, San Francisco, CA); 
the ramp factor was 0.2/h. All gels were 1.2% PastLane 
agarose (PMC, Rockland, ME) made up in 0.5x modified TBE 
(Mathew et al., 1988a). Yeast chromosome markers and lambda 
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DNA concatemers, prepared according to Sobral et al. (1990c), 
were used as size standards. Gels were stained in 0.5x 
modified TBE, containing 0.5 ng/xal ethidium bromide for 2-3 h, 
then destained for 10-20 min in 0.5x modified TBE and 
photographed. 
Markov Chain Analysis 
Sequences totalling 157,227 bp from nuclear soybean 
genes, downloaded from GENBANK and EMBL databases in June 
1990, were analyzed; duplicate entries, rDNA genes, 
mitochondrial genes, and chloroplast genes were excluded. The 
mono, di, and trinucleotide frequencies were determined by 
using the Intelligenetics (Palo Alto, CA) programs. These 
frequencies were used to predict the occurrence of target 
sites for 18 restriction enzymes (Table 1) by using Markov 
chain analysis (Almagor, 1983; McClelland, 1983, 1985). 
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Southern Hybridizations 
Following electrophoresis and photography, the PFE gels 
were treated for 1 min with 254 nm UV light in a Stratalinker 
(Stratagene Cloning Systems, La Jolla, CA), then denatured for 
1 h and neutralized for 1 h in standard buffers (Maniatis et 
al., 1982). Charge-activated nylon membranes (Magnagraph, 
MSI, Westboro, MA) were pre-wetted in lOx SSPE (Maniatis et 
al., 1982) for 5 min, then capillary transfer (Maniatis et 
al., 1982) was done using lOx SSPE as the transfer buffer. 
After 24 to 48 h of transfer, the membranes were rinsed in 6x 
SSPE for 5 min, air-dried for 24 h, then the DNA was 
covalently attached by irradiating with 0.16 kJ/cm^ of 254 nm 
UV light by using a Stratalinker. Membranes prepared in this 
manner were then stored at room temperature until 
hybridization. 
Plasmid DNA of soybean nodulin cDNA clones pNod24 and 
pNodl5 (kindly provided by D.P.S. Verma, Ohio State 
University) was purified on cesium-chloride gradients using 
standard protocols (Maniatis et al., 1982). DNA fragments 
used as radioactive probes were purified from vector DNA on 
agarose gels. Fragments were excised and isolated by using 
GeneClean (BIOlOl, La Jolla, CA). The purification and 
isolation was repeated. DNA prepared in this manner was then 
radio-labeled with [a'^P]-dCTP (3000 mCi/mmol, New England 
Nuclear, Boston, MA) by using a random hexamer primer kit 
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(Boehringer Mannheim Biochemicals, Indianapolis, IN). Labeled 
DNA was purified from unincorporated nucleotides by using 
NickColumns (Pharmacia/LKB, Piscataway, NJ). 
Prehybridization was done in 6x SSPE, 5x Denhardt's 
solution, 0.5% SDS, and 0.1 mg/ml salmon sperm DNA for 2 h at 
68*0 (Maniatis et al., 1982). Hybridization was done for 24 h 
at 68°C in a solution of 6x SSPE, 0.5% SDS, 5% dextran 
sulfate, 0.1 mg/ml salmon sperm DNA containing 10 ng/ml radio­
labeled DNA (approximately 1x10* dpm//ig) . Following 
hybridization, blots were washed for 5 min in 2x SSPE, 0.5% 
SDS at room temperature, 15 min in 2x SSC, 0.1% SDS at room 
temperature, 60 min O.lx SSC, 0.5% SDS at 37°C, then 60 min in 
O.lx SSC, 0.5% SDS at 68°C (Maniatis et al., 1982). Blots 
were then rinsed in O.lx SSC and exposed to Kodak XAR-5 film 
with 2 intensifying screens for 3 to 5 days at -70"C. 
Hybridized probes were removed from the membranes by 
incubation in 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 0.5x Denhardt's solution, 
and 0.1% SDS at 90°C for 60 min, followed by rinsing in 
deionized water at 65*C for 15 min. Membranes were then 
exposed to film as above. 
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RESULTS 
Several requirements must be met before PFE can be 
utilized to generate a physical map of the nodulin region. We 
must isolate intact high molecular weight DNA from soybean, 
and this DNA must be accessible to digestion by restriction 
enzymes. Rare-cutting restriction enzymes that generate large 
fragments have to be identified and the gel run conditions 
that allow their separation must be established. Finally, the 
DNA must be transferred to membranes so as to permit repeated 
Southern hybridizations. 
Isolation of intact high molecular weight DNA from 
soybean was accomplished by protoplasting cell cultures. The 
number of protoplasts necessary to yield 10 nq DNA per 100-^1 
agarose plug is 4xl0', assuming a genome size of 5.0 pg per 
diploid nucleus (Gurley et al., 1979). Other estimates of 
total cellular DNA content for soybean range from 3.7 pg 
(Bennett et al., 1982) to 6.5 pg (Bennett and Smith, 1976), 
which corresponds to a haploid genome size of approximately 
1,790 to 3,140 Mb. Sufficient quantities of protoplasts to 
embed in agarose were readily obtained from cell cultures 
(1.4x10^ protoplasts per gram fresh weight). 
The quality of the embedded DNA was determined by 
subjecting undigested plugs to PGE. A representative gel is 
shown in Figure 1. The majority of the undigested DNA was too 
large to enter the gel, indicating the size was larger than 
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1.6 Mb (the resolution limit of this gel); however, subsequent 
Southern hybridization (Figure 3) showed that this large 
undigested DNA was transferred to the membrane. A small 
percentage.of degraded DNA, 50-150 kb in size, entered the 
gel. van Daelen et al. (1989) reported much greater DNA 
degradation from tomato protoplast preparations of low (60%) 
viability. The viability of protoplasts of cell cultures was 
consistently greater than 90% (data not shown). However, we 
observed no differences in the amount of degraded DNA in 
undigested plugs, or in the accessibility to restriction 
enzyme digestion, from any of our protoplast preparations. 
Several restriction enzymes were evaluated to determine 
those generating large DNA fragments in soybean. Markov chain 
analysis of sequenced genes from soybean was used to predict 
average fragment size (Table 1). Actual sites in the 
sequences from the database were also analyzed (Table 1). The 
G+C content of soybean is 36.5% (Hepburn et al., 1976). The 
G+C value from the database of sequences (Table 1) was 
slightly lower (data not shown). This difference may be 
accounted for by the sample bias toward protein coding 
sequences and the exclusion of rDNA, chloroplast, and 
mitochondrial sequences. This sample bias may also lead to an 
underestimation of the average fragment size for enzymes with 
GC-rich target sites. 
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Table 1. Predicted average fragment size of potential rare-
cutting restriction enzymes in the soybean genome 
Predicted fragment size (in kbp)® 
Enzyme Target Site Sample'' mono® di*' trinuc® 
BssHII (GCGCGC) 52 26 71 108 
Clal (ATCGAT) NF* 3 7 8 
Eagi (CGGCCG) 158 26 59 62 
EEDl (GGTACC) NF 9 11 11 
KlMl (ACGCGT) 31 9 35 37 
Nael (GCCGGC) 26 26 31 32 
NotI (GCGGCCGC) NF 750 1560 1987 
(TCGCGA) 39 9 35 33 
Pad (TTAATTAA) 4 10 11 16 
ÊSEI (CGTACG) 22 9 48 48 
Psti (CTGCAG) 4 9 6 7 
pvyi (CGATCG) 17 9 33 40 
Pvull (CAGCTG) 5 9 6 7 
SacII (CCGCGG) 31 26 59 77 
sail (GTCGAC) 22 9 21 26 
siii (GGCCN5GGCC) 158 750. 371 359 
Smal (CCCGGG) 17 26 26 33 
moi (CTCGAG) 10 9 16 10 
"The predicted fragment sizes are likely to be 
underestimates due to sample bias. 
''Number of occurrences in a database of 157,227 base 
pairs of soybean nuclear genomic DNA. 
^Calculated from mononucleotide frequency of the 
database. 
''calculated from dinucleotide frequency of the database. 
"Calculated from trinucleotide frequency of the database. 
^NF represents not found. 
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Total DNA from soybean contains 1.89% 5-methyl cytosine 
("®C) (Hepburn et al., 1976). The presence of in the DNA 
affects its hydrolysis by restriction enzymes (McClelland and 
Nelson, 1988; Nelson and McClelland, 1989). As with other 
plants, soybean DNA has "®C present in the sequence CpG as well 
as CpNpG (Gruenbaum et al., 1981; McClelland, 1983). Table 2 
lists the methylation sensitivities of the restriction enzymes 
used herein. Two possible effects of the methylation 
sensitivity of restriction enzymes used for PFE analysis are; 
1) production of larger than expected fragments, due to 
methylation of target sites, and 2) generation of partial 
digests because of differential methylation of certain sites 
in the genome. It is expected that state of methylation of 
any given sequence will be influenced by the tissue from which 
the DNA was isolated (Hepburn et al., 1987). 
The size range of DNA fragments generated by various 
restriction enzymes was determined from ethidium bromide-
stained gels run under conditions to resolve up to 1.6 Mb. 
All digested DNA appears as a smear under the run conditions 
used for the ED system (Figure 2). In some digestions, 
notably Sfil and Mlul. distinct fragments are visible under 
the run conditions used for the TAFE system (Figure l). As 
predicted by Markov analysis (Table 1), NotI produces very 
large fragments that migrate in the high compression zone 
(>1.6 Mb) (Figure 1). 
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Table 2. Effect of methylation on restriction endonucleases 
(from Nelson and McClelland, 1989 with permission) 
Enzyme Target Site Sites Cut Sites Not Cut 
ASP718I GGTACC 
BsgHII 
Clal 
EaqI 
EciXI 
mni 
Kspl 
Mini 
Nael 
Hgti 
PstI 
JEYHI 
PvuII 
SacII 
Sail 
Sfil 
Smal 
%hoi 
GCGCGC 
ATCGAT 
CGGCCG 
CGGCCG 
GGTACC 
CCGCGG 
ACGCGT 
GCCGGC 
GCGGCCGC 
TCGCGA 
CTGCAG 
CGATCG 
CAGCTG 
CCGCGG 
GTCGAC 
GGCCNJGGCC 
CCCGGG 
CTCGAG 
GGT^ A'^ CC 
? 
? 
? 
? 
GGTA^CC 
GGTAC^C 
GGTA"®C^C 
in6 ACGCGT 
9 
GCGGCCG^C 
? 
? 
CG'^ATCG 
? 
? 
GTCGA^C 
GG"*CCNGGG"*CC 
GGCCNGGGC^C 
C^CCGGG 
GGTAC^C 
GGTA"®C^C 
G^CGCGC 
•^ATCGAT 
AT^CGAT 
ATCG'^AT* 
CGG'^CCG 
n®CGGC^CG 
^CGGC^CG 
CCG'^CCG 
GGT^A"®CC 
GGTAC^C 
^CCGCGG 
C^CGCGG 
A"*CGCGT 
G^CCGGC 
GC^CGGC 
GCCGG^C 
GCGG'^CCGC 
GCGGC^CGC 
T^CGCCA 
TCGCG'^A 
•^CTGCAG 
ctgc^AG" 
CGAT^CG 
CGAT^CG 
CAG^'CTG* 
CAG'^CTG 
"^CCGCGG 
GT^CGAC 
GTCG^&C* 
GGC^CNJGGCC 
"^CCCGGG 
"®CCCGGG 
C^CCGGG 
CC^CGGG 
CC^CGGG 
CT^CGAG 
CTCG'^AG 
CTCGAG 
Figure 1. Representative TAPE gel of various restriction 
enzyme digestions of soybean cv. 'Noirl'; U 
represents undigested DNA; restriction enzymes are 
as indicated above each lane; sizes of lambda 
concatemers and yeast chromosomes (strain AB1380) 
are indicated in kb. The gel was run using TAPE 
parameters described in Materials and Methods 
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Complete restriction enzyme digestion was confirmed by 
Southern hybridization with single copy nodulin cDNA clones. 
When nodulin clone pNodlS (Nodulin-44) and pNod24 (Nodulin-
100) were used to sequentially probe an ED gel (Figure 2) 
blot, distinct and reproducible bands were obtained (Figures 3 
and 4}; multiple hybridization bands are observed for some 
enzymes. The Aoal hybridization pattern in 'Minsoy' are the 
same when probed with pNodlS (Figure 3) and pNod24 (Figure 4). 
In addition, the hybridization pattern for Nael and Nrul is 
the same when 'Noirl' is probed with the two nodulins (Figures 
3 and 4). Different hybridization patterns were observed for 
some enzymes, which indicates that the probe stripping 
procedure was successful. Together these data suggest that 
pNodlS and pNod24 are linked; some hybridization bands are 
<200 kb further suggesting tight linkage of the two nodulins. 
Figure 2. ED gel of two soybean culivars, 'Minsoy' and 
'Noirl', digested with various restriction enzymes; 
U respresents undigested DNA; restriction enzymes 
are as indicated above each lane for 'Minsoy' (left 
panel) and 'Noirl' (right panel); sizes of lambda 
concatemers and yeast chromosomes (strains AB1380 
and YPH80) are indicated in kb. The gel was run 
using ED parameters described in Materials and 
Methods 
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Figure 3. Southern hybridization with nodulin clone pNod24 to 
an ED gel. The gel shown in Figure 2 was blotted 
and probed with pNod24 as described in Materials 
and Methods. Cultivars, restriction enzymes, and 
size markers are as described in Figure 2. 
Asterisks indicate the positions of hybridizing 
fragments 
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Figure 4. Southern hybridization with nodulin clone pNodlS to 
an ED gel. The gel shown in Figure 2 was blotted, 
probed, stripped, and re-probed as described in 
Materials and Methods. Cultivars, restriction 
enzymes, and size markers are as described in 
Figure 2. Asterisks indicate the positions of 
hybridizing fragments 
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DISCUSSION 
Agarose plugs containing high molecular weight DNA were 
prepared from three soybean genotypes. Suspension cell 
cultures were used because of the ease and efficiency with 
which protoplasts can be prepared from this material. Because 
of the effects of somaclonal variation (Larkin and Scowcroft, 
1981; Lee and Phillips, 1988), experiments using plugs made 
from suspension cultured cells will be compared to those made 
from leaf cells. The effects of somaclonal variation on 
mapping and linkage data depend directly on the extent and 
type of rearrangements that occur in culture, although 
conventional RFLP mapping has been done using tissue cultured 
material (Roth et al., 1989). 
Changes in DNA methylation, as assayed by sensitivity of 
5S genes to Hpall and Mspl digestion, have been observed in 
tissue-cultured soybean cells (Quemada et al., 1987). Eight 
months after culturing of soybean cells, a loss of methylation 
of the 5S genes was observed, although methylation appeared to 
return to the initial state after prolonged period in culture, 
at least in some cell lines (Quemada et al., 1987). It is not 
known whether the state of methylation of the 5S genes reflect 
the state of methylation of the rest of the genome. The 
existence of a satellite fraction in the soybean genome, which 
comprises almost 25% of the genome and contains virtually all 
the 5-methyl cytosine (Hepburn et al., 1976), suggests that 
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the 5S genes may not be a good indicator of the methylation 
state of the single copy fraction of the soybean genome (which 
comprises 40% of the total genome; Hepburn et al., 1976). The 
results obtained with tissue culture-derived cells are 
currently being compared with those obtained from cells 
derived from leaf tissue, to ascertain if methylation is 
playing a role in the results so far obtained. 
Sequential Southern hybridizations under high stringency 
conditions using pNodlS and pNod24 suggest that these two 
nodulins are physically linked. pNodlS and pNod24 do not 
cross hybridize with one another under high stringency 
conditions (Fuller et al., 1983). Linkage is being confirmed 
by additional hybridizations with tissue culture-derived 
samples as well as leaf-derived samples. pNodlS encodes 
nodulln-44, which is among the perlbacteroid membrane (PBM) 
nodulins whose cDNA nucleotide and protein sequences have been 
analyzed (Jacobs et al., 1987a; Sandal et al., 1987). Joshi 
et al. (1990) have proposed that the PBM nodulins comprise a 
multigene family that has recently evolved from a common 
ancestral gene coding for a membrane-associated protein. Such 
duplicated genes may be tandemly arrayed in the genome; 
hybridizations with other PBM nodulins are underway to 
determine their linkage relationships to one another. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
The studies conducted in Section I were initiated to 
generate.a complete physical map of each of the replicons of 
g. meliloti. When completed, these would be the first 
physical maps for any rhizobia. Such maps, we believe, will 
reveal interesting information as to the evolution of 
bacterial genomes, particularly those that interact with host 
plants, and will serve as a resource for gene localization and 
cloning. Many bacteria, both phytopathogenic species such as 
Aqrobacterium tumefaciens. Erwinia herbicola. and 
Aqrobacterium rhizoaenes. as well as symbiotic species such as 
Rhizobium meliloti carry megaplasmids. Physical maps such as 
the ones being developed for pSym-a and pSym-b of R. meliloti 
will have many uses (see General Introduction). In addition, 
comparison of seguences from the two megaplasmids may reveal 
how the megaplasmids arose. Is there a large degree of 
genetic exchange between these replicons? If the megaplasmids 
are truly non-essential, why are they so recalcitrant to 
curing (see General Introduction)? Perhaps the megaplasmids 
are true chromosomes. Two recent papers by Suwanto and Kaplan 
(1989a, b) have unambiguously demonstrated the existence of 
two unigue chromosomes in Rhodobacter sphaeroides. The large 
extrachromosomal element (914 kb) of g. sphaeroides contains 
genes that are essential for normal growth, namely 
glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase (gagB) and rRNA genes 
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frrnB and rrnC). Many essential genes have not been cloned 
from g. meliloti. but have been cloned from other related 
bacterial species. Because these genes are likely highly 
conserved, they would be expected to cross-hybridize with 
their counterparts in fi. meliloti. Although a physical map is 
not required before we can determine whether housekeeping 
genes are located on the megaplasmids, the rapid separation of 
replicons discussed in Section I will facilitate the 
simulanteous localization and mapping of housekeeping genes 
throughout the genome. It is already known that genes 
involved in thiamine biosynthesis fthi) are located on pSym-b 
(Finan et al., 1986). It may be a general feature of soil 
bacteria to possess complex genomic architecture, such as more 
than one chromosome. This would certainly be of interest from 
an evolutionary standpoint. 
Of equal interest from an evolutionary standpoint would 
be the completed physical map of the nodulin region(s) of the 
soybean genome. As described in Section II, the methodologies 
are now available to allow mapping of the region(s) of the 
soybean genome that encode genes involved in symbiosis. If a 
subset of the nodulins, those with membrane associations, have 
evolved from a common ancestral gene as proposed by Joshi et 
al. (1990), then their physical relationships to one another 
will depend on the mechanism of gene duplication from which 
they arose (Pichersky 1990). One mechanism for gene 
duplication could result in these genes being tandemly 
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arrayed, with subsequent small deletions or inversions to 
allow their divergence; other mechanisms would result in 
unlinked genes (Pichersky, 1990). The linkage analysis 
discussed in Section II should be extended to include other 
genes belonging to the membrane-associated subset of nodulins. 
These data may contribute to the understanding of the 
distribution of duplicated genes in the soybean genome. 
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APPENDIX 
In addition to the projects described in Sections I and 
II of the dissertation, I have collaborated on several other 
projects. My contributions to these projects are reflected by 
second authorship in five manscrlpts for publication in the 
scientific literature. I have helped Interpret the data from 
these experiments as well as writing and editing sections in 
each of the manuscripts. An abstract of each project is 
provided below and followed by a very brief description of my 
contribution to each project. 
Genomes of Rhizobiaceae 
Separation of megaplasmlds from Rhizobium melilotl using 
transverse alternating field electrophoresis and Pad (5'-
TTAATTAA-3') cleavage of genomes of Rhizobiaceae. Sobral, 
B.W.S, R.J. Honeycutt, A.G. Atherly, and M. McClelland. 1990 
(in preparation). 
We show that large (>1 Mb) DNAs, known as 
megaplasmlds, from the bacterium Rhizobium melilotl 
can be separated well by using transverse 
alternating field gel electrophoresis (TAPE) in 
combination with very long pulse times, low agarose 
concentration, and low field gradients. Pad (5'-
TTAATTAA'-3 • ) digestion followed by pulsed-fleld gel 
electrophoresis (PEE) was used to study genome size 
in Rhizobium melilotl and Bradvrhlzobium iaponicum. 
In B» melilotl 1021 and AK631 only five fragments 
are produced by digestion with Pad. Preparative 
quantities of each of the three g. melilotl 
replicons can be easily obtained by Pad digestion 
and PEE separation. In two strains of jg. iaponicum. 
only two or three Pad sites exist in the entire 
genome. Digestion of DNA in agarose plugs from some 
Aarobacterium species also gave fragment 
distributions that are useful as size standards for 
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PFE experiments. 
My contribution to this work is descibed, in part, in 
Section I of the dissertation. In addition, I also 
contributed by preparing the agarose plugs of all the samples 
used in this study, and by doing strain-specific Southern 
hybridizations to blots of Pad digests of R.meliloti AK631 as 
well as the g. iaooncium and &. tumefaciens and rhizoaenes 
strains used in the study. 
Bacteroid Development in Bradvrhizobium iaponicum 
Rare-cutting restriction enzyme sites do not rearrange during 
bacteroid development in Bradvrhizobium iaponicum USDA 122. 
Sobral, B.W.S., R.J. Honeycutt, M. McClelland, and A.G. 
Atherly. 1990 (in preparation). 
Bradvrhizobium iaponicum USDA 122 was inoculated 
onto hydroponically-grown Glvcine max cv. 
'Williams'. Fifteen, twenty-five, and thirty-five 
days after inoculation, bacteroids were extracted 
from the nodules and embedded in agarose. Following 
in situ digestion with Spel. the restriction 
fragments were separated by pulsed-field gel 
electrophoresis (PFE). Examination of Asel. Oral. 
Spel. and Xbal restriction fragments showed that 
neither size or quantity of restriction fragments 
was changed in any of the developmental windows 
chosen. Our results demonstrate that, within the 
limits of resolution offered by PFE, no DNA 
rearrangements occur during bacteroid development in 
!• iaponicum. 
I contributed to both the design and execution of these 
experiments. I initiated and maintained the hydroponically-
grown plants, maintained the bacterial inoculum, inoculated 
the plants, harvested nodules, isolated bacteroids, identified 
the bacteroids using fluorescent antibodies, and prepared the 
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bacteroids in agarose plugs for PFE analysis. 
PFE Analysis of Rice 
Analysis of rice fOrvza sativa L.) genome using pulsed-field 
gel electrophoresis and rare-cutting restriction 
endonucleases. Sobral, B.W.S, R.J. Honeycutt, A.6. Atherly, 
and M. McClelland. 1990. Plant Mol. Biol. Rep. (in press). 
The Orvza sativa (rice) genome is small (600 to 900 
megabase pairs) when compared to that of other 
monocotyledonous plants. Rice was the first of the 
major cereals to be successfully transformed and 
regenerated. An RFLP map with approximately 300 
markers is readily available, and the DNA content 
per map unit is only two to three times that of 
Arabidopsis thaliana. Rice is also the main staple 
food for the majority of peoples in the world. We 
developed techniques for the preparation of intact 
genomic DNA from Indica and Japonica subspecies of 
rice, used statistical methods to determine which 
restriction endonucleases are rare-cutting, and used 
pulsed-field gel electrophoresis (PFE) to separate 
large fragments of rice DNA. Southern hybridization 
to blotted rice PFE gels was used to show that 
digests were complete. The long-term goal of our 
work is to generate an integrated genetic/physical 
map for the rice genome, as well as helping to 
establish rice as a model for map-based gene cloning 
and genome analysis. 
I contributed to the design and execution of these 
experiments. I surveyed the scientific literature to 
determine which rice subspecies and varieties would be most 
appropriate for this work. I also established one of the cell 
suspension cultures and maintained all tissue cultures used 
this study. In addition, I isolated plant cell protoplasts 
and prepared the protoplasts in agarose plugs. 
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PFE Analysis of Rhizobiaceae 
The genomes of Rhizobiaceae; size, stability, and rare-cutting 
restriction endonucleases. Sobral, B.W.S., R.J. Honeycutt, 
and A.G. Atherly. 1990. J. Bacteriol. (in press). 
The lack of high-resolution genetic or physical maps 
for Rhizobiaceae limits our understanding of this 
agronomically important bacterial family. Based on 
statistical analyses of Rhizobiaceae DMA sequences 
and on direct evaluation using pulsed-field agarose 
gel electrophoresis (PFE), five restriction 
endonucleases with AT-rich target sites were 
identified as the rarest-cutting: Asel (5'-ATTAAT-
3'), J2EâI (5'-TTTAAA-3') , Spel (5•-ACTAGT-3 • ) , Sspl 
(5•-AATAAT-3'), and 2tt2âl (5•-TCTAGA-3•). We 
computed the size of the genomes of Bradvrhizobium 
iaponicum USDA 424 and Rhizobium meliloti 1021 by 
adding the DNA fragment sizes generated by Spel 
digests. The genome size of £• meliloti 1021 and B. 
iaponicum USDA 424 was 5,379 kilobase pairs (kb) ± 
282.4 kb, and 6,195 kb ± 192.4 kb, respectively. We 
also compared the organization of the genomes of 
free-living and bacteroid forms of fî. iaponicum. No 
differences were observed between the PFE-resolved 
genomic fingerprints of free-living and mature (35 
days after Inoculation) bacteroid forms of g. 
iaponicum USDA 123 and USDA 122. Also, g. iaponicum 
USDA 123 genomic fingerprints were unchanged after 
passage through nodules and after maintenance on a 
rich growth medium for 100 generations. We conclude 
that large-scale DNA rearrangements are not seen in 
mature bacteroids, or during free-living growth on 
rich growth media under laboratory conditions. 
I contributed to this project by generating some of the 
PFE gels used to determine the genome sizes. I initiated and 
maintained the hydroponically-grown plants, initiated and 
maintained the bacterial inoculum, inoculated the plants, 
harvested the nodules, isolated the bacteroids, identified the 
bacteroids using fluorescent antibodies, and prepared the 
bacteroids in agarose plugs. I also performed the Southern 
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hybridizations used to confirm the stability of the PFE 
fingerprints. 
Recognition and Infection in Legume Modulation 
Recognition and infection in legume nodulation. Sobral, 
B.W.S., R.J. Honeycutt, A.G. Atherly, and D. Noel. 1990. In 
M.J. Dilworth and A.R. Glenn (eds.) Molecular biology of 
nitrogen fixation. Elsevier (in press). 
This chapter concerns the molecular biology of 
bacterial genes involved in the establishment of 
nitrogen-fixing symbiosis between certain 
Rhizobiaceae and Leauminosae. An understanding of 
the recognition and infection processes is of great 
practical importance because of the economic and 
ecological significance of the Rhizobium-leaume 
symbiosis to the world nitrogen balance. Also, it 
is now apparent that many of the key steps that 
occur during the Rhizobium-leaume interaction may 
parallel those of phytopathogenic plant-microbe 
interactions. Furthermore, and perhaps of more 
interest, the Rhizobium-leaume symbiosis offers a 
unique model system for the study of basic 
biological questions regarding cell-to-cell 
interactions and developmental processes in plants, 
such as cell wall formation, cell division control, 
gene regulation, and signal transduction. Some of 
these processes may be difficult to unravel by other 
means because of the difficulty in identification 
and isolation of the crucial molecular components. 
In this chapter we will first describe the overall 
steps of nodule development and classify rhizobia 
according to their host range. Then, we will focus 
our attention on the description of certain 
rhizobial genes identified thus far and their 
possible functions, as well as existing models to 
explain the involvement of these genes in the 
recognition and infection process. Future prospects 
will be discussed briefly in the final section. 
I assisted by preparing summaries of many of the 157 
primary sources cited in this review article. In addition, I 
generated three of the four tables and one of the two figures. 
I also edited the text and collated the references. 
